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Abstract
The problems of digitalization of education and transformation of the Russian culture has been overlooked in the research
space. The aim of this research therefore is to report the crisis nature of Russian educational culture, considered in terms of
digital innovations of the higher education system. The study was qualitative, and it utilized the transdisciplinary paradigm as
a methodological framework. Data was drawn from previous research in different disciplines regarding the topic of interest
and the results were analyzed using content analysis. This helped the research to form a holistic view of the phenomena under
consideration. The results prove the need to develop a holistic social and philosophical concept of cultural transformation of
Russian education to solve the problems and contradictions of transition to digital education and increase the economic
growth.
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1. Introduction
Social and cultural dynamics involves innovations which do not always contribute to the expected
positive changes: the result is often expressed in crisis factors and phenomena as some innovations are
not tested for compliance with the social and cultural foundations, traditions and norms of society. The
Russian researcher Kara-Murza (2013) treated this problem as a cultural crisis and explained the
mechanism of its occurrence: they introduce great ideas and innovations that contradict the
foundations of a particular culture and disorient people in the context of perception of good and evil,
true and false (Kara-Murza, 2013).
It is obvious that a culture (with its own mechanism of reproduction) that performs protective
functions in the system of social and cultural development is very sensitive to any external influences
and threats, as well as internal changes of radical character (Kuts, 2015). Digitalization processes that
cover the entire social spheres affect the deep foundations of Russian culture (and the culture of
education) in the most direct and contradictory way.
The scientific community faces a number of issues that require a deep understanding in the light
of cultural transformation of education under the influence of information and digital technologies that
are being actively introduced into the higher education system. What meaning, value and ideological
content will characterize the culture of Russian education in the Digital Age? What will be the cost of
the devastating consequences of transition to digital education? Will the emerging digital culture of
education be able to cope with the predicted risks associated with its dehumanization? (Non-obvious
Risks of Digitalization, 2015).
In this paper we proceed from the hypothesis of crisis nature of cultural transformation of Russian
education, the source of which is an extremely inefficiently implemented strategy of digital education
(primarily higher education) as the social and cultural basis of society, responsible for reproduction of
intellectual and professional potential. Any innovations that destroy the cultural basis of society, the
very tradition as a cultural substance, cannot but damage the social and cultural fabric of society, and,
consequently, cannot but cause some painful processes. The transition to "digital" education system in
modern Russia does not increase its level, potential and quality of education (Yermilova et al., 2019;
Karakose & Bilgin, 2020). Digitalization of education (without taking into account social and cultural
foundations, technological and psychological readiness of the education system and its subjects for such
radical transformations) is fraught with destructive processes for the entire social and cultural space of
Russia.
2. Literature Review
Despite the fact that Russian scientists have recently started to discuss digitalization of education
in a wide variety of ways, a fairly extensive research and interdisciplinary discourse on the risks and
benefits of switching to digital forms and methods of education has already been formed (Strekalova,
2019; Non-obvious Risks of Digitalization, 2015; Uvarov et al., 2019; Valeeva et al., 2017; Valeeva,
Karkina & Starčič, 2018; Karkina, Mena Marcos & Valeeva, 2021; Tyukavkin, 2019; Shapinskaya, 2019).
An extensive discourse in this direction is also presented in foreign scientific literature (Hall, 1996;
Anderson, 2003; Bullen, 2007; Meyer, 2010; Robinson, 2010; Radford, 2011; Kentnor, 2015; Alekseeva,
2015; Starcic et al., 2017), since transition to "digital education" in the West had begun long before
(Digital education, 2019). In this discourse the key direction is perceived as assessments and forecasts
given to digitalization of education. These estimates are the most contradictory ones: their range is not
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limited to positive or negative connotations. There is a search for new approaches to the assessment
methodology for Russian education system changes and its digitalization. Thus, from the point of
theoretical concept of complexity, scientists justify the need to develop integrative approaches to assess
the transformation processes in the field of modern education (Kudashov & Dumov, 2019).
We should agree with Kashitsin (2020), who, while recognizing the primacy of Russian education
system in transition to the Digital Age, proves that it is extremely important to provide the prerequisites
for the digital transformation of education, taking into account the conditions and obstacles on this path
and the fact that today there are no generally accepted indicators for measuring the effectiveness of
digital transformation process (Kashitsin, 2020). In this regard, there is an obvious need to address the
cultural foundations of education system development in order to discover the prerequisites and
conditions for digitalization of this most important sphere of social and cultural reproduction. Even
though the culture of education itself has been the subject of research by Russian scientists (Agapov,
2013; Varova, 2012; Pavlenko, 2015; Vereshchagina, Nechipurenko & Samygin, 2016; Vodenko,
Borovaya & Efimov, 2020), there is a lack of holistic and conceptual works linking the phenomenon of
education culture and its digitalization in modern Russian realities.
This situation determines the need for a holistic conceptual design that includes the problems of
digitalization of Russian education and transformation of its cultural foundations in a single subject field
from the standpoint of social and philosophical science, which allows to synthesize the methodological
and practical experience accumulated in various disciplinary practices.
3. Methods and Materials
Culture is a social phenomenon that determines the collective nature and social way of life (Flier,
2017), as well as the course and effectiveness of any innovations introduced into the social space. The
question of “What makes some innovations unwelcome by society or become a reason for imitating
social practices” is answered by various methodological approaches that are appropriate to use in
understanding both the process of digitalization of Russian education and transformation of its culture.
Such approaches include the neo-institutional approach (North, 1997), the concept of social inertia
(Zakharov, 2018), the theory of historical track (Ilyin, 2017) and the principle of studying social reality as
one determined by sociocultural, historical, and civilizational identity of a society with its own logic of
evolution. This logic generates the effect of "dependence on the past", on social institutions and
dynamics in historical trajectory, on the existing mental programs and attitudes that determine certain
social behaviors in various spheres of society: economic, educational, political, family, etc. (Lubsky,
Lubsky & Kolesnikova, 2016; Lubsky, Lubsky & Chernobrovkina, 2016; Zyubina et al., 2019; Lubsky &
Kovalev, 2020).
These approaches allow us to explain the inefficiency of a greater part of Russian reforms, carried
out according to development models of Western society without taking into account Russian social and
cultural specifics, its mental, institutional and civilizational originality as a resource base for innovations
and prerequisites for their successful implementation in Russian conditions (Aksenova & Khaliy, 2018).
We used the transdisciplinary paradigm as a methodological framework for this study as the most
appropriate social and philosophical strategy for treating the diversity and originality of various
disciplinary practices in the field of innovation and crisis processes of the education system caused by
digitalization. This approach allows to create a holistic space for research on digital transformation of
education and its culture, overcoming fragmentation of knowledge limited by the disciplinary
framework of cognition (Lubsky, 2016). It is advisable to turn to the theoretical and applied potential of
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some branches of scientific knowledge, such as Sociology, Political science, Psychology, Economics,
History, and Pedagogy, which reveal the problems of Russian education and its culture using their own
methodology within the boundaries of specifics of the subject. However, the transdisciplinary paradigm
makes it possible to form a holistic view of the phenomena under consideration.
4. Results
The culture of education in modern Russian realities is in a "turbulent" state, which corresponds
to the state of society as a whole, despite the stages of reforms and attempts to get out of the crisis.
The educational culture is the basis of entire educational system of society, and therefore its crisis,
caused by both ill-conceived reforms associated with transition to Bologna system and innovations of
the digital revolution portends a cultural collapse. As a part of the social culture, which is understood as
"a behavioral program ensuring the collective nature of people's life" (Flier, 2017) the culture of
education is subjected to the crisis logic of its development. This is manifested in the fact that
educational culture (under the pressure of unregulated market relations) loses its social and cultural
foundations, risking to become an "appendage" of the market culture. In Russian realities, the market
culture is a very dangerous phenomenon which dominant idea is not the power and significance of
human rights and interests.
In modern Russian realities the higher education does not cope with the function of social and
cultural continuity as the most important feature in determining the trends and prospects of social and
cultural dynamics. Education should set the vector and pace of social dynamics, but it is forced to adapt
to the market trends and problems, which respond to the challenges of the modern era and digital
revolution much faster, forming a request for appropriate specialists (Matei, Rotaru & Cristache, 2019).
Of course, education system cannot fail to respond to the needs of the labor market and changes in the
scale of global development. The issue is not information or digital technologies and their resource
potential, but their effectiveness in educational process. In Russian reality, the result of introduction of
new digital technologies into the educational space is not always positive (Vorontsova, 2004), since a
person as an actor of educational activity or a subject of the educational process and educational
relations is gradually leaving this educational space (Vorobyov & Pavlenko, 2016; Tezer et al., 2020).
Thus, digitalization of education, which in Russian conditions proceeds according to the "online
scenario", has the key risk of leveling the human factor in organization of educational space. It means,
that the culture of education itself is deprived of the main thing - the subject of translation of cultural
norms, values and meaning of education.
Nevertheless, experts state, that Russian online education market will expand (Online Education:
Can the Internet Replace School, 2020), the issues of transformation of educational culture and its value
bases will be even more painful and relevant in the light of consolidation of such Russian social trends
as priority of pragmatic values over the instrumental ones or consumer behaviors over the creative and
cultural ones (Antropova, Vlasov & Kasyanenko, 2019; Pechkurov, 2019). These phenomena and
processes taking place in the modern Russian society require to find the sources of their appearance
and distribution. Taking into account the global context of social and cultural dynamics of Russian
society, it is obvious that one of the key sources of negative social and cultural dynamics in our country
is the value transformation of education system, which has made possible a paradigm transition and
the corresponding changes in educational culture as the fundamental basis of social educational space.
Thus, one can argue that the changes taking place in the social and cultural sphere of Russian society (in
terms of the new information reality) are largely dramatic, and this drama is primarily associated with
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transformation of Russian education and its culture (Shapinskaya, 2019; Gabdrakhmanova, Turetayeva
& Doszhanova, 2020).
The crisis factors in functioning of the institute of Russian education are linked not only with
destruction of educational system that has for centuries been formed in harmony with ideological and
civilizational features of Russian people, (based on the great experience and potential of scientific and
didactic schools of different eras and generations). These factors are a reflection of the deeper process
of transformation or even deformation of Russian educational culture against the background of
transformations of the culture as a whole. There is a kind of trap: the culture has become embedded in
economic system, gradually blurring its borders and losing its essential purpose and itself in segregation
between show business and culture itself.
5. Discussion
The education system is one of the most conservative social institutions, (due to the natural
traditionalism of society). On the one hand, these qualities allow the system (and society) to maintain
its internal integrity and ensure a reliable transfer of traditional values. On the other hand, conservatism
prevents the education system from flexible response to the needs of economy. The key to its
effectiveness lies in innovations, that is, in constant updating ("Digital" education: Let no one Remain
Superfluous, 2019). They should investigate the global trends and factors related to digitalization and
informatization of the social sphere (Bakaeva, Stepanov & Stepanova, 2018) and education (Savard et
al., 2019; Verbitsky, 2019).
The sources of crisis factors in social and cultural dynamics of Russian society and its education
system are to a certain extent lagging behind the advanced technologies and innovations used in the
world educational practice, but internal factors also play an important role. In a short period of time,
the entire educational space created by the Soviet society in the aggregate space of its scientific and
didactic schools, educational ties and state support was destroyed, there were introduced innovations
of non-Russian origin, alien to the culture of Russian education, which has already cracked so much and
is unable to resist critical innovations or process them in its own (already quite blurred) social and
cultural landscape.
Thus, it is necessary to take into account the influence of processes derived from internal
environmental factors that affect transformation of the institute of education, the academic
environment with its ethos, corporate culture and the culture of education in general. We can state,
that in Russian higher education system there has been a paradigmatic transition, jeopardizing the
former educational culture, which turned out to be inadequate to the purposes and character
introduced in the educational field of information, communication and digital technology. In scientific
and public discourse all that resulted into the problem of "networkization", "virtualization",
"onlineization" and "cybernetization" of educational environment and education in general
(Bogoslovsky & Aniskin, 2018). Scientists agree to treat meeting the global trends of digitalization due
to the total penetration of information and digital technologies into social life as the norm of modern
education, which cannot remain aloof from global processes and trends (Grebennikova & Novikova,
2019), but transition to digital education should not be accompanied by a crushing blow to the social or
cultural basis and educational culture, which is formed in the logic of civilizational dynamics, its
ideological foundations and cultural traditions.
However, this is exactly what is happening with Russian education system, as evidenced by the
facts related to standardization, unification and simplification of the educational process, the loss of
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deep meanings of education, the growth of imitation schemes and strategies in educational practices
and management of Russian education (Pavlenko, 2015).
An innovative social breakthrough is impossible in an "empty place", i.e. in a society that has lost
its social and cultural basis. This basis, represented by the culture of education with great didactic
experience and potential of scientific schools may form an effective platform for progressive innovations
that cannot bring effect without a social and cultural basis (Surkova, 2018). Innovations that do not
correspond to these grounds are rejected by society, often causing archaic phenomena, triggering
inertial processes and (even more dangerous) imitative practices. Russian philosophers state, that in the
field of education these processes take place due to the archaic vector of transformation of the modern
Russian state (Kumykov & Sitnikov, 2019).
Conclusion
In conclusion we should raise a number of questions designed to answer the main one: what
should the culture of education in the digital age be. The answer suggests another question: is it possible
for the educational culture to become an integral, stable set of meanings, ideas, values and attitudes
able to form and reproduce the space of education in the logic of social and cultural trajectory and
uniqueness of society? The author's definition of educational culture in this version clearly does not fit
the dynamics of digital education, digital age and the mobile world, where the principles of constancy,
stability and tradition are no longer relevant. They have been replaced by such symbols of modernity as
variability, movement, dynamics and mobility as markers of social success (Urry, 2012).
The modern system of Russian higher education is not ready to form this type of personality for
such a mobile type of society. However, it is forced to move in this direction, destroying everything that
is focused on formation of a different type of personality and society. So, the "policy of extremes",
traditionally implemented by the Russian government in social sphere, has led to extremely dangerous
situations. There takes place growth of simulation practices in the field of education, when "online"
education is often replaced by "remote" education, so digitalization of education is presented in the
format of onlineization in conditions of rapid transition to online forms of educational practices and
management. Psychological and technical unavailability of digital education in the country as a whole
(rather than in its most advanced universities) in terms of resources and technologies automatically
launched the mechanisms of digital imitation of educational process. The culture of education is also
threatened by such imitation, which can contribute to the long-running processes of destruction of the
value and semantic integrity of the cultural basis of Russian education system.
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